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Profit and Nature in Harmony  

Joint Venture Partner Primewood: the Interview
ShareWood expands the value chain with Primewood

Brazil’s largest retail chain buys a large quantity of wood from ShareWood to sell throughout Brazil under the Primewood premium 
brand. In an exclusive interview, CEO Reginaldo Requena reveals how he arrived at the idea of working with ShareWood, pages 4 and 5.
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Dear Tree Lovers,

At ShareWood, we don’t just concern ourselves with plantation management, we also take care 
of the profitable sale of the harvested timber. As such, in this issue of the newsletter we would 
like to focus primarily on the additional processing and sale of cut wood.

In processing our teakwood, we have developed a successful cooperation with Brazil’s largest 
retailer. Through our joint venture with Primewood, unique and elegant products are created 
from our BlueTeak. Read more about this collaboration and Primewood in the exclusive interview 
with Primewood CEO Reginaldo Requena on pages 4 and 5.

For our wood to survive in the international market, high-quality management and a well-main-
tained customer network are indispensable. On page 7, you can read about how we manage 
these facets of our business and learn what strategic changes in sales and processing we have 
already implemented.

We are pleased to introduce two more employees to you: Michael Steg, with whom you may al-
ready have spoken by telephone, and Luiz Carlos Miranda, responsible for wood sales in Brazil 
(pages 2 and 8).

I am greatly appreciative of your loyalty and cooperation. To learn even more about the world of 
ShareWood, please consult our Facebook page, where you will find everything you need to know 
about trees, forest investments and sustainability. We are sure you will enjoy visiting the page.

Sincerely,
Peter Möckli

Editorial

Allow us to present…

Michael Steg has been part of our front-line staff since 2011, advising customers on 
wood purchases. Born in Switzerland, Michael is himself a tree owner, having lived 
in Brazil for several years prior to joining ShareWood. He previously worked for many 
years in several Swiss banks, where he developed a comprehensive expertise in the 
world of finance. In his most recent visit to Brazil, he escorted one of his customers 
on a tour of ShareWood’s plantations. Michael Steg has the great advantage of 
speaking fluent Portuguese and understanding the Brazilian mentality. His favourite 
leisure activity is spending time with his family.

» Michael Steg, Head of Sales, ShareWood Switzerland AG
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Diversification is always an important issue when it comes  
to investments. This is also commonly termed “correlation of  
investments”. What do we mean by this? How important is the 
“interaction” of asset classes? When should you consider forest 
investments?

Institutional and professional investors build their portfolios using a va-
riety of asset classes. Ideally, you should invest in a range of products to 
reduce risk. Real estate, funds, stocks, commodities or currencies usual-
ly develop independently of each other and, most importantly, in a dif-
ferent way from wood investments.

What should private investors consider?
It is important for you to stay abreast of possible investment opportuni-
ties. You can use the “magic triangle” of investments as a tool for set-
ting goals for yourself. When and how much would you like to earn, and 
how quickly should your money be available? Investment portals and 
consultants are increasingly recommending that forests be included in 

The forest as an outstanding asset

the mix. Alexander von Franckenstein of Focam is knowledgeable about 
the benefits of forest investments. His view: “Forests can offer returns of 
3 to 5 per cent with no correlation to stocks and bonds but with very 
good protection against inflation” (Franckenstein, 2013).

Your forest expert
For almost 12 years, the ShareWood Group has been profitably selling 
trees in Brazil to over 2,600 tree owners. The Swiss group currently owns 
40 plantations on 6,500 hectares of forest in Mato Grosso, Brazil.

When will you become a tree owner? We will be happy to advise you 
personally if you phone us on +41 44 488 48 48. We look forward to 
your call.

Source: 

Franckenstein, Alexander von (19/07/2013). The Investment. Accessed 03/2019 at 

https://www.investory.ch/de/detail/wald-bietet-einen-hervorragenden-sachwert/
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Example of an advisable distribution across investment classes.
Custom chart, 2019

The magic triangle of investments.
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In 2009, Reginaldo Requena founded the company EBM Distribuição e 
Logística, organising sales and warehousing through supplier contracts 
with the largest retail chains in Brazil. He endeavoured in this way to 
achieve a consistent personalised service for his customers, one that of-
fered high-quality products and complete process management logis-
tics. He specialised in such products as home appliances, decorative  
articles, gifts, toys, electronics, cosmetics, perfumed goods and pet 
products. EBM had faith in the growth of its partner clients, forming  
an alliance with the Swiss reforestation company ShareWood Industria 
de Madeira in 2016. Together they established the Primewood brand, 

using ShareWood glue boards to create a series of household products, 
decorative items and bathroom accessories. Primewood products are 
made of humidity-resistant, pest-resistant, anti-bacterial and ecologi-
cally sound reforested teakwood. In this way, Primewood embodies the 
final link in the ShareWood value chain.
 

www.primewood.com.br/

Interview with Reginaldo Requena, Primewood CEO

Storage boxSushi kit

Shower shelf Towel rack

Cutting boardSnack set
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How long has  
Primewood been in  
existence?
Primewood is a new brand 
launched in 2016. Through 
its clients, the EBM logis-
tics company had devel-
oped a solid base of 
knowledge regarding mar-
ket needs and products 
adapted to the customer. 
This led to the idea of pro-
ducing custom home and 
decorative objects from 
wood, and so we founded 
Primewood. We took over 

the marketing rights and customer file from Fonseca Artefatos. Since 
ShareWood was already working with Fonseca, it was natural for us to 
enter into a joint venture with ShareWood to ensure our supply of 
high-quality teakwood raw materials. All our products without excep-
tion are manufactured from ShareWood glue boards.
 

Interview with Reginaldo Requena, Primewood CEO

What are your short-, medium- and long-term plans regarding 
the development of Primewood?
We have ambitious growth targets. Through EBM’s clients, we have  
excellent contacts to bulk purchasers like Leroy Merlin, Carrefour, 
Casa & Construção and the Pão de Açucar Group, to name only a few. If 
we can achieve our growth targets, our goal is to expand the production 
of ShareWood glue boards. We are currently in discussions with  
ShareWood’s in-country management on how this can be done. We are 
prepared to make the necessary investments.

How do you view Brazil’s potential for market development and 
business?
I am very optimistic in this regard. After many years of political misman-
agement, we finally have a president who will establish order and set 
Brazil back on the right track. Following the first few weeks of his presi-
dency, the initial reform efforts are about to be implemented. His eco-
nomics minister has the necessary expertise and the conditions to lay the 
foundation for our economy to flourish again. Things were especially 
difficult for us as a company in the last few years, since we had to bear 
the burden of the mismanagement. Now that this is behind us, I believe 
that Brazil will be operating at full blast within two years. Trust will re-
turn and investments will flow.   

In an exclusive interview, Reginaldo Requena addresses  
questions regarding the collaboration with ShareWood:

Primewood products made of ShareWood teak.Router production at Primewood.
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Enter the prize draw to win the Ménage Deluxe by Wood & Luxury! See page 8.

The elegant and practical Ménage – for an exclusive dining  
experience.

Whether you choose the small version, Ménage Mini, the somewhat 
larger Ménage Midi or the Ménage Deluxe, which contains all the 
spices you need for a flavourful taste adventure, the Ménage series em-
bellishes any table with its satisfying, sleek functionality and precise 
craftsmanship.

The included olive oils and vinegars are organic products of exquisite 
quality that meet the highest standards. You will not want to miss these. 
Each Ménage is available in blue teak, smoked oak or walnut. You can 
purchase the Ménage either with the exclusive condiments or empty, to 
be filled as you choose.

Wood & Luxury by WohnGeist makes  
wood dreams come true

The Ménage Mini includes pepper and salt mills and two 250ml bottles 
containing olive oil and vinegar.

The Ménage Midi includes pepper and salt mills, a nutmeg mill made 
from walnut wood and three 250 milliliter bottles containing olive oil, vin-
egar and spicy oil as well as three 40 milliliter bottles filled with a variety 
of gourmet oils such as truffle, lemon and intensive oil.

The Ménage Deluxe includes red, white and black pepper mills, a salt mill 
and a nutmeg mill made from walnut wood in addition to two 250 millilit-
er bottles containing olive oil and vinegar and 40 milliliter gourmet oil 
bottles filled with gourmet lemon, truffle, intensive and spicy oils.

Order directly at: http://woodandluxury.com  
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The trading company Sudima International receives  
export-quality round timber. The logs, which are stripped 
and shortened to a length of 5.85 metres, must have  
a trunk circumference of at least 80 centimetres. The  
cut timber is collected directly at the plantation and 
brought to the Brado logistics centre in Rodonópolis in 
Mato Grosso.

There is a buyer for every piece of wood
At the sawmill in Alta Floresta, the logs of smaller circum-
ference are processed into squares. These are received by 
regular customers directly ex works in Alta Floresta. The 
remaining wood is cut into uniform boards and slats and 
then processed into glue boards. The slats are transported 
by lorry in 50-cubic-metre lots to Xaxim in the State of 
Santa Catarina, where they are first dried by Lelê Topmad, 
a Mamboré Group company, then processed into glue 
boards. By outsourcing in this way, we have been able to 
achieve a substantial savings in production costs. When 
the process is complete, around 80 per cent of the monthly 
production of glue boards is shipped from the Lelê Topmad 
facility to the ShareWood distribution centre in Cotia in the 
State of São Paulo. There, fulfilling the Leroy Merlin order, 
the panels are packaged in lots and sent to the  
Leroy Merlin distribution centre some 50 kilometres  
away. The rest of the monthly production is sold from  
the Xaxim facility to third parties, primarily from Brazil’s 
southern states, including Santa Catarina and Rio Grande 

do Sul. By outsourcing production to the southern region, 
we are starting to build the brand in these high-potential 
commercial areas. Thanks to Lelê Topmad’s excellent  
network, an opportunity exists for teak to replace pine, 
eucalyptus and jungle timber for the existing clientele.

BlueTeak ready for export

Alta Floresta. Last year’s strategic change in the area of woodworking and wood processing 
production is already beginning to bear fruit; in 2018 partially outsourced wood production 

to specialised partner companies. The strategy enables us to reduce costs and plan more flexibly. The aim is to 
optimise the value chain, from harvesting the wood to exporting or processing.

Working in the forest – wood harvest
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Allow us to present…

ShareWood Switzerland AG
Seestrasse 473
Postal Box 770
8038 Zurich
Switzerland

Phone +41 44 488 48 48
Fax +41 44 488 48 49
www.sharewood.com
info@sharewood.com

CHE-113.591.781 VAT
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111 Reasons to Love Brazil

111 entertaining and informative anecdotes guide you across Brazil; from the traditional highlights and 
must-sees to lesser-known wonders throughout the world’s largest and perhaps most multi-faceted trop-
ical country on Earth – a place where you can experience incredible adventures.

Isabel Wiesmann, who has lived in Brazil for almost 10 years, takes the reader on a literary and personal 
journey into the heart of Brazil, introducing you to its endearing inhabitants, breath-taking scenery, 
endless beaches, tropical islands, untouched rainforests and impressive colonial cities. Brazilian joie de 
vivre unique traditions, stimulating history, colourful celebrations – the reader experiences a nation filled 
with exoticism and adventure, natural wonders and extremes.

2018, 272 pages, with photos, dimensions: 13.1 x 20.2 cm, paperback (TB), in German, published by: Schwarzkopf & Schwarzkopf,

ISBN-13: 9783862657131

https://www.weltbild.ch

Prize Draw: ShareWood on Facebook

Would you like to receive regular reports on ShareWood? In addition to 
the ShareWood blog (https://blog.sharewood.com/), you can also find  
ShareWood on Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/ShareWoodSwitzerlandAG/

Alongside fascinating insights about ShareWood itself, you will find 
thought-provoking facts about sustainability, trees, environmental 
protection, sustainable investments and product recommendations, 
not to mention simply wonderful nature photos that invite you to  
daydream.

All our Facebook followers will be entered into a prize draw for an exclu-
sive Wood & Luxury BlueTeak Ménage Midi worth CHF 710. Entries close 
on 31 July 2019.

We look forward to your Facebook visit and wish you good luck 
in the prize draw!

Although Luiz Carlos Miranda has only been Supervisor of 
Production and Quality for around six months, he was already 
acquainted with the ShareWood Group from a previous as-
signment. In his role, he holds responsibility for the glue 
boards that are now being outsourced, in this way providing 
substantial support to COO Christian Marzari. The 51-year-old 
native Brazilian enjoys his work. He intends to enrol in a pro-
duction engineering training programme to broaden his 
knowledge in the area of wood processing. He enjoys fishing 
in his spare time, taking advantage of the many locales in 
Cuiabá and its surroundings to practise this sport.

» Luiz Carlos Miranda,  

 Production and Quality Supervisor, ShareWood Industria de Madeiras Eireli.

Book recommendation


